This paper presents a novel approach to error correction in content words in learner writing focussing on adjective-noun (AN) combinations. We show how error patterns can be used to improve the performance of the error correction system, and demonstrate that our approach is capable of suggesting an appropriate correction within the top two alternatives in half of the cases and within top 10 alternatives in 71% of the cases, performing with an M RR of 0.5061. We then integrate our error correction system with a state-of-the-art content word error detection system and discuss the results.
Introduction
The task of error detection and correction (EDC) on non-native texts, as well as research on learner language in general, has attracted much attention recently (Leacock et al., 2014; Ng et al., 2014; Ng et al., 2013; Dale et al., 2012) . The field has been dominated by EDC for grammatical errors and errors in the use of articles and prepositions (Ng et al., 2013; Rozovskaya and Roth, 2011; Chodorow et al., 2010; Gamon et al., 2008; Brockett et al., 2006; Han et al., 2006) .
More recently, however, the need to address other error types has been recognised (Kochmar and Briscoe, 2014; Ng et al., 2014; Rozovskaya et al., 2014; Sawai et al., 2013; Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011) . Among these, errors in content words are the third most frequent error type after errors in articles and prepositions (Leacock et al., 2014; Ng et al., 2014) .
The correct use of content words is notoriously hard for language learners to master, while importance of the correct word choice for successful writing has long been recognised (Leacock and Chodorow, 2003; Johnson, 2000; Santos, 1988) .
The major difficulty is that correct word choice is not governed by any strictly defined rules: native speakers know that powerful computer is preferred over strong computer, while strong tea is preferred over powerful tea (Leacock et al., 2014) , but language learners often find themselves unsure of how to choose an appropriate word. As a result, they often confuse words that are similar in meaning or spelling, overuse words with general meaning, or select words based on their L1s (Kochmar and Briscoe, 2014; Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011) .
Previous work on EDC for content words has also demonstrated that since these error types are substantially different from errors with function words, they require different approaches. The most widely adopted approach to EDC for function words relies on availability of finite confusion sets. The task can then be cast as multi-class classification with the number of classes equal to the number of possible alternatives. Detection and correction can be done simultaneously: if the alternative chosen by the classifier is different from the original word, this is flagged as an error. However, content word errors cannot be defined in terms of a general and finite set of confusion pairs, and the set of alternatives in each case depends on the choice of original word. Moreover, it has been argued that error detection for content words should be performed independently from error correction (Kochmar and Briscoe, 2014) .
In this work, we focus on error correction in content words and, in particular, investigate error correction in adjective-noun (AN) combinations using several publicly-available learner error datasets for this type of construction. At the same time, we believe that a similar approach can be applied to other types of content word combinations. Specifically, we make the following contributions:
1. We explore different ways to construct the correction sets and to rank the alternatives with respect to their appropriateness. We report the coverage of different resources and assess the ranked lists of suggestions.
2. We show that learner text is a useful source of possible corrections for content words. In addition, we demonstrate how error patterns extracted from learner text can be used to improve the ranking of the alternatives.
3. We present an EDC system for AN combinations which compares favourably to the previous published approaches of which we are aware.
4. We explore the usefulness of self-propagating for an error correction system. Leacock et al. (2014) note that the usual approach to EDC in content words relies on the idea of comparing the writer's choice to possible alternatives, so that if any of the alternatives score higher than the original combination then the original combination is flagged as a possible error and one or more alternatives are suggested as possible corrections. The performance of an EDC algorithm that uses this approach depends on:
Related work
• the choice of the source of alternatives;
• the choice of the metric for ranking the alternatives.
The source of alternatives defines the coverage of the error correction algorithm, while the quality of the system suggestions depends on the choice of an appropriate metric for ranking the alternatives.
Early work on EDC for content words (Wible et al., 2003; Shei and Pain, 2000) relied on the use of reference databases of known learner errors and their corrections. While such approaches can achieve good quality, they cannot provide good coverage.
Previous research considered semantically related confusions between content words as the most frequent type of confusion in learner writing and used WordNet (Miller, 1995) , dictionaries and thesauri to search for alternatives (Östling and Knutsson, 2009; Futagi et al., 2008; Shei and Pain, 2000) . Since these resources cannot cover alternatives that are not semantically related to the original words, other resources have been considered as well: for example, Dahlmeier and Ng (2011) consider spelling alternatives and homophones as possible corrections.
L1-specific confusions have been reported to cover a substantial portion of errors in content words for some groups of language learners (Chang et al., 2008; Liu, 2002) , and some previous EDC approaches have considered using parallel corpora and bilingual dictionaries to generate and rank alternatives (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011; Chang et al., 2008) . L1-specific approaches have shown the best results in EDC for content words so far, but it should be noted that their success relies on availability of highquality L1-specific resources which is hard to guarantee for the full variety of learner L1s.
At the same time, good performance demonstrated by L1-specific approaches shows the importance of taking learner background into consideration. In contrast to the other resources like WordNet and thesauri, which can only cover confusions between words in the L2, use of parallel corpora and bilingual dictionaries gives access to the types of confusions which cannot be captured by any L2 resources. Learner corpora and databases of text revisions can be used to similar effect.
For example, Rozovskaya and Roth (2011) show that performance of an EDC algorithm applied to articles and prepositions can be improved if the classifier uses L1-specific priors, with the priors being set using the distribution of confusion pairs in learner texts. Sawai et al. (2013) show that an EDC system that uses a large learner corpus to extract confusion sets outperforms systems that use WordNet and roundtrip translations. Madnani and Cahill (2014) use a corpus of Wikipedia revisions containing annotated errors in the use of prepositions and their corrections to improve the ranking of the suggestions.
Finally, we note that a number of previous approaches to errors in content words have combined error detection and correction, flagging an original choice as an error if an EDC algorithm is able to find a more frequent or fluent combination (Östling and Knutsson, 2009; Chang et al., 2008; Futagi et al., 2008; Shei and Pain, 2000) , while some focussed on error correction only (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011; Liu et al., 2009 ). Kochmar and Briscoe (2014) argue that error detection and correction should be performed separately. They show that an EDC algorithm is prone to overcorrection, flagging originally correct combinations as errors, if error detection is dependent on the set of alternatives and if some of these alternatives are judged to be more fluent than the original combination.
We follow Kochmar and Briscoe (2014) and treat error detection and error correction in content words as separate steps. We focus on the correction step, and first implement a simple error correction algorithm that replicates previous approaches to EDC for content words. We believe that performance of this algorithm on our data reflects the state-of-the-art in content error correction. Next, we show how learner data and distribution of confusion pairs can be used to improve the performance of this algorithm.
Data
In our experiments, we use three publicly-available datasets of learner errors in AN combinations: the AN dataset extracted from the Cambridge Learner Corpus (CLC) 1 and annotated with respect to the learner errors in the choice of adjectives and nouns; 2 the AN dataset extracted from the CLC-FCE dataset; 3 and the set of errors in ANs that we have extracted for the purposes of this work from the training and development sets used in the CoNLL-2014 Shared Task on Grammatical Error Correction. 4 We discuss these datasets below.
Annotated dataset
We use the dataset of AN combinations released by Kochmar and Briscoe (2014) . This dataset presents typical learner errors in the use of 61 adjectives that are most problematic for language learners. The examples are annotated with respect to the types of errors committed in the use of adjectives and nouns, and corrections are provided.
Kochmar and Briscoe note that learners often confuse semantically related words (e.g., synonyms, near-synonyms, hypo-/hypernyms). Examples (1) and (2) from Kochmar and Briscoe (2014) illustrate the confusion between the adjective big and semantically similar adjectives large and great:
(1) big*/large quantity (2) big*/great importance
In addition, in Kochmar and Briscoe (2014) we note that the adjectives with quite general meaning like big, large and great are often overused by language learners instead of more specific ones, as is illustrated by examples (3) to (6):
(3) big*/long history (4) bigger*/wider variety (5) greatest*/highest revenue (6) large*/broad knowledge Words that seem to be similar in form (either related morphologically or through similar pronunciation) are also often confused by learners. Examples (7) and (8) illustrate this type of confusions:
The dataset contains 798 annotated AN combinations, with 340 unique errors. involve semantically related words (type S). Formrelated confusions occur in 25.88% of the cases (type F); while 17.94% are annotated as errors committed due to other reasons (type N), possibly related to learners' L1s.
CLC-FCE dataset
The CLC-FCE AN dataset is extracted from the publicly-available CLC-FCE subset of the CLC released by Yannakoudakis et al. (2011) . The CLC error coding (Nicholls, 2003) has been used to extract the correctly used ANs and those that are annotated as errors due to inappropriate choice of an adjective or/and noun, but the error subtypes for the AN errors are not further specified. We have extracted 456 combinations that have adjective-noun combinations as corrections.
NUCLE dataset
We have also used the training and development sets from the CoNLL-2014 Shared Task on Grammatical Error Correction (Ng et al., 2014) to extract the incorrect AN combinations. The data for the shared task has been extracted from the NUCLE corpus, the NUS Corpus of Learner English (Dahlmeier et al., 2013) . Unlike the other two datasets it represents a smaller range of L1s, and similarly to the CLC-FCE dataset the errors are not further annotated with respect to their subtypes. We have preprocessed the data using the RASP parser (Briscoe et al., 2006) , and used the error annotation provided to extract the AN combinations that contain errors in the choice of either one or both words. Additionally, we have also checked that the suggested corrections are represented by AN combinations. The extracted dataset contains 369 ANs. 
Error Correction Algorithm
First, we implement a basic error correction algorithm that replicates the previous approaches to error correction overviewed in §2, and investigate the following aspects of the algorithm:
1. We explore different resources to retrieve alternatives for the adjectives and nouns within incorrect ANs and report the coverage of these resources;
2. The alternative ANs are generated by crossing the sets of alternatives for the individual words, and ranked using a metric assessing AN frequency or fluency in native English. We assess the quality of the ranking using mean reciprocal rank (MRR) by comparing the system suggestions to the gold standard corrections;
3. Finally, we also show how the confusion sets extracted from the learner data can help improve the ranking and the quality of the suggested corrections.
When reporting the results, we specifically focus on two aspects of the error correction algorithm: the coverage estimated as the proportion of gold standard corrections that can be found in any of the resources considered, and the ability of the algorithm to rank the more appropriate corrections higher than the less appropriate ones measured by MRR of the gold standard corrections in the system output.
Word alternatives
We extract word alternatives using three resources:
1. We use the notion of Levenshtein distance (henceforth, Lv) (Levenshtein, 1966) to find the words that learners might have accidentally confused or misspelled. These alternatives can cover errors annotated as form related. To avoid introducing too much change to the original words, we only consider alternatives that differ from the original words by no more than 1/3 of the characters in the original word and that start with the same letter as the original word. The generated alternatives are checked against the British National Corpus (BNC) 5 and the ukWaC corpus 6 to avoid generating non-words. This allows the algorithm to find alternatives like customer for costumer (in *important costumer), metropolis for metropole (in *whole metropole), or electronic for electric (in *electric society).
2. We look for further alternatives in WordNet (henceforth, WN) (Miller, 1995) , which has previously been widely used to find semantically related words. For each original noun, we extract a set of synonyms and hypo-/hypernyms. For each original adjective, we extract synonyms and the adjectives related via the WN relation similar-to. This allows us to cover semantically related confusions, and find alternatives such as luck for fate (in *good fate) and steep for heavy (in *heavy decline).
3. Both Lv and WN cover confusions that occur in L2, but none of them can cover confusions that occur due to L1-transfer. Therefore, we extract the corrections provided by the annotators in the Cambridge Learner Corpus (henceforth, CLC). This approach is similar to that of Madnani and Cahill (2014) , but it uses learner data as the database. We believe that the confusion pairs extracted this way cover a substantial portion of errors committed due to L1-transfer, while, computationally, it is much less expensive than the use of bilingual dictionaries or parallel corpora as in Dahlmeier and Ng (2011) or Chang et al. (2008) . This approach allows us to extract confusion pairs that are covered by the CLC only, for example, novel for roman (in *historical roman), narrow, short and brief for small (in *small interruption) or big, high and loud for strong (in *strong noise). We assess how many of the gold standard corrections can be found in each of these confusion sets as well as in different combinations of these sets. Coverage of the different resources is reported in Table  3 . We note that the CLC as a single source of corrections provides the highest coverage: for example, 79% of erroneous ANs from the annotated dataset and 87% of erroneous ANs in the CLC-FCE can potentially be corrected using only the previous corrections for the content words from the CLC. We note that although the ANs in the annotated dataset have been extracted from the CLC, they have been error-annotated independently. The lower figure of 56% on the NUCLE dataset can be explained by the difference between the CLC and NUCLE corpora since the distribution of errors in these corpora is also different (see Table 2 ). Nevertheless, we note that the corrections extracted from the CLC still cover a substantial amount of the errors in the NU-CLE dataset. A combination of the corrections from the CLC and semantically related words from WordNet covers an additional 6% of ANs in the annotated dataset, 5% in the NUCLE dataset, and 2% in the CLC-FCE dataset, which demonstrates that the majority of the semantically related confusions are already covered by the corrections extracted from the CLC, so WordNet improves the coverage of this resource only marginally. Addition of the form related words (Lv) does not improve coverage significantly.
Alternative ANs ranking
Once the alternatives for the words within the combinations are collected, the alternative AN combinations are generated by the Cartesian product of the sets of alternatives for the adjectives and the nouns. The alternatives then need to be ranked with respect to their appropriateness.
We apply two simple methods to rank the alternatives: we use the frequency of the generated ANs in a combined BNC and ukWaC corpus, and we also measure collocational strength of the alternative combinations using normalised pointwise mutual information (NPMI) since PMI-based metrics have been widely used before (see §2):
where
We have noticed that when the full sets of alternatives for the adjectives and nouns are used to generate the AN alternatives, the resulting sets of ANs contain many combinations, with both original words changed to alternative suggestions, that are dissimilar in meaning to the original ANs while often being quite frequent or fluent. As a result, such alternatives are ranked higher than the appropriate corrections. To avoid this, we only consider the alternative ANs where one of the original words is kept unchanged, i.e.:
{alternative AN s} = ({alternative adjs} × noun) ∪ (adj × {alternative nouns})
We evaluate the ranking using the mean reciprocal rank (MRR):
where N is the total number of erroneous ANs considered by our algorithm. MRR shows how high the gold standard alternative is ranked in the whole set of alternatives provided.
The results are reported in the upper half of the Table 4 . We note that often the wider sets of alternatives for the individual words yield lower ranks for the gold standard corrections since some other frequent AN alternatives are ranked higher by the algorithm.
Exploitation of confusion probabilities
Next, we consider a novel approach to ranking the alternative ANs. Since we are using the CLC corrections for the adjectives and nouns within the ANs, in addition to the possible corrections themselves we can also use the confusion probabilities -probabilities associated with the words used as corrections given the incorrect word choice -for the pairs of words that we extract from the CLC. We use a refined formula to rank the possible corrections:
where M is the measure for ranking the alternatives (frequency or NPMI, as before), and CP is the confusion probability of using the alternative word (possible correction) instead of the original one (error) estimated from the examples in the CLC. We set CP (a/n orig → a/n orig ) to 1.0.
For instance, consider an incorrect AN *big enjoyment and its gold standard correction great pleasure. Table 5 shows some alternatives for the words big and enjoyment with the corresponding corrections and their probabilities extracted from the CLC. If we use these sets of confusion pairs to generate the alternative ANs and rank them with raw frequency, the algorithm will choose great fun (7759 in the native corpus) over the gold standard correction great pleasure (2829 in the native corpus). However, if we use the confusion probabilities with the new measure (4) the gold standard correction great pleasure (F req = 3.8212) will be ranked higher than great fun (F req = 1.1620). The new measure helps take into account not only the fluency of the correction in the native data but also the appropriateness of a Table 5 : CLC confusion pairs particular correction given a learner error. In addition, this algorithm allows us to consider both words as possibly incorrectly chosen: equation (4) ensures that the alternative combinations where both original words are changed are only ranked higher if they are both very frequent in the native corpus and very likely as a confusion pair since CP (a/n orig → a/n orig ) is set to 1.0.
Finally, if no confusion pairs are found for either an adjective or a noun in the CLC, the algorithm considers the alternatives from other resources and uses standard measures to rank them.
The lower half of Table 4 presents the results of this novel algorithm and compares them to the previous results from §4.2. The new metric consistently improves performance across all three datasets, with the difference in the results being significant at the 0.05 level.
Discussion

Analysis of the results
An MRR of 0.4509 and 0.5061 reported in §4.3 implies that for a high number of the ANs from the CLC-FCE and annotated dataset the gold standard correction is ranked first or second in the list of all possible corrections considered by the system. Table  6 presents the breakdown of the results and reports the proportion of ANs for which the gold standard correction is covered by the top N alternatives.
We note the small difference between the number of cases covered by the top 10 system alternatives for the annotated dataset (71.18%) and the upper bound -the total number of corrections that can potentially be found by the system (74.71%) Table 7 : Subtype error analysis for the annotated dataset.
-which shows that the system reaches its potential around the top 10 suggestions. These results also compare favourably to those reported in previous research (Chang et al., 2008; Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011) , although direct comparison is not possible due to the differences in the data used. We also further investigate the performance of the error correction algorithm on the different error subtypes in the annotated dataset (see Table 1 ). Table  7 presents the proportion of the gold standard corrections for each subtype that are not found by the algorithm, as well as the MRR for those corrections that are identified. We see that the highest proportion of gold standard corrections that are not found by the algorithm are the corrections that are not related to the originally used words (type N). This result is not surprising: if the original words and their corrections are not related semantically or in form, it is hard to find the appropriate suggestions. The results also suggest that the system performs best on the errors of type F: a possible reason for this is that errors of this type are more systematic and have smaller confusion sets. For example, the average MRR on the set of ANs involving errors in the use of the adjective elder in the annotated dataset is 0.875 since most often such ANs require changing the adjective for form related alternatives elderly or older.
At the same time, we note that the results on the NUCLE dataset are lower than on the two other datasets. In Table 3 we report that about 35% of the gold standard corrections from this dataset are not covered by any of the available sets of alternatives for adjectives and nouns, while the confusion sets extracted from the CLC can only cover about 56% of the cases. We conclude that there might be a substantial difference between the two learner corpora in terms of topics, vocabulary used, learner levels and the distribution of the L1s. We assume that a high number of errors in NUCLE dataset can be caused by reasons other than semantic or form similarity of the words in L2. For example, our system does not suggest the gold standard correction bill for *debt in *medical debt, or infrastructural for *architectural in *architectural development because these suggestions are not originally covered by any of the sets of alternatives, including the set of confusion pairs extracted from the CLC. Table 8 reports the average MRR on the sets of ANs involving errors in the choice of adjectives and nouns separately. The NUCLE dataset contains ANs with 105 adjectives and 185 nouns, with 76 adjectives and 145 nouns occurring in the NUCLE ANs only. The low overlap between the sets of individual words explains the differences in performance. Since the annotated dataset contains ANs within a set of frequent adjectives, the algorithm achieves highest performance in correcting adjective-specific errors in this dataset.
Augmenting sets of alternatives
We investigate whether self-propagation of the system can mitigate the problem of gold standard suggestions not covered by the original sets of alternatives. Some previous research (Shei and Pain, 2000 Table 9 : Augmented sets of alternatives. Chang et al., 2008) has suggested that if an error correction system is implemented in an interactive way, learners can be asked to accept the suggested corrections so that the error-correction pairs can be added to the error database for future reference. We add the gold standard suggestions for the adjectives and nouns from all three datasets to the sets of alternatives and run our error correction system using the augmented sets. For example, we add bill to the set of alternatives for debt and infrastructural to the set of alternatives for architectural and check whether the results of the error correction system improve. Table 9 reports the results. Since we focus on the effect of the sets of alternatives, we run the experiments using one setting of the system only. We note that, since the datasets contain only a few examples for each adjective and noun, we cannot expect to see a significant change in the results if we updated the confusion probabilities and used the refined measure from §4.3. Therefore, we rank the AN alternatives using frequency of occurrence in the corpus of native English. For ease of comparison, we copy the relevant results from Table 4 .
The best results obtained in experiments in §4.2 with the original sets of alternatives are underlined, while the results obtained with the augmented sets of alternatives are marked in bold. We note that the results improve, although the difference is not statistically significant across the three datasets.
Error Detection and Correction System
Finally, we combine the error correction algorithm from §4.3 with the error detection algorithm from Kochmar and Briscoe (2014) : the error correction algorithm is applied to the set of erroneous ANs correctly detected by the error detection algorithm.
In Kochmar and Briscoe (2014) we report precision of 0.6850 and recall of 0.5849 on the incorrect examples in the annotated dataset. Some of the errors identified cannot be further corrected by our al-gorithm since the corrections are longer than two words. M RR of the error correction system applied to the set of detected errors is 0.2532, while for 24.28% of the cases the system does not find a gold standard correction. If these cases are not considered, MRR f ound = 0.6831. We believe that these results reflect state-of-the-art performance for the combined EDC system for AN combinations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have addressed error correction in adjective-noun combinations in learner writing using three publicly available datasets. In particular, we have explored different ways to construct the correction sets and to rank the suggested corrections, and showed that the confusion patterns extracted directly from the learner data not only provide the highest coverage for the system, but can also be used to derive confusion probabilities and improve the overall ranking of the suggestions. We have shown that an error correction system can reach an MRR of 0.5061 which compares favourably to the results reported previously.
Further analysis shows that the majority of errors not covered by the algorithm involve confusion between words that are not related semantically or in form and, therefore, cannot be found in L2 resources like WordNet. Our experiments with the augmented sets of alternatives, where we use known learner confusion pairs to further extend the sets of correction candidates, show improvement in the results and suggest that extension of the learner corpus can help system find appropriate corrections. At the same time, the difference in the results obtained on the datasets extracted from the CLC and the NU-CLE corpora can be explained by the difference in the topics, learner levels and L1s represented by the two learner corpora. Future research should explore further ways to extend the learner data.
We also note that in the current work we do not consider the wider context for error detection and correction in ANs. In future work we plan to investigate the use of surrounding context for EDC for ANs.
Finally, we have integrated our error correction system with a state-of-the-art content word error detection system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine two such systems, and we believe that the results obtained -an MRR of 0.2532 on the set of errors identified by the error detection algorithm -reflect state-of-the-art performance on the EDC task for AN combinations. Our future work will also extend this approach to other types of content word combinations.
